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Louis Vuitton highlights gift ideas on
interactive goose game
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By SARAH JONES

French leather goods and ready-to-wear brand Louis Vuitton took the conventional gift
guide a step further by creating an interactive game to help users find gifts for their loved
ones.

“The Goose’s Game” is a digital board game that propels users across a calender to view
gift suggestions. By adding an interactive feature to the gift idea spread, Louis Vuitton is
able to increase its customer engagement and reach entry-level consumers.

“Gamification has been a big trend when it comes to ecommerce and Louis Vuitton is
savvy to incorporate that into their holiday experience,” said Yuli Ziv, founder/CEO of Style
Coalition, New York. “Playing the game keeps consumers longer on the Web site, which is
ultimately the goal when it comes to building interactive experiences.

"It showcases the luxury products in a new, unexpected way and provides a new
prospective on the all time favorite Louis Vuitton classics," she said.

“It looks like Louis Vuitton is targeting a younger consumer, who is looking for fun, game
like experience when it comes to online shopping.”

Ms. Ziv is not affiliated with Louis Vuitton, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.
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Louis Vuitton was not able to comment by press deadline.

Gifting game

When a user opens the Louis Vuitton holiday page, they are invited to “start the
experience." A jazzy version of “Santa Claus is Coming to Town” plays in the background.

Louis Vuitton's The Goose's Game

The game starts the user on a random day of the calendar. A geese-themed animation
plays for each tile, such as a handbag with wings or geese playing tug of war with a set of
ties.

Louis Vuitton's The Goose's Game

While the animation plays, users have the option to get more details about the item, add
the item to their gift list or share it on Facebook, Twitter or Pinterest.

After the animation, the box rotates and gives the user the ability to replay the animation or
go forward or back a number of boxes.
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Louis Vuitton's The Goose's Game

If a user does not add any items to their gift list in five turns, an animation of a goose
poking its head out of a stack of boxes pops up and tells them to “play again.”

Once a gift list is  created, users can share it on social media or via email. The entire
game can also be shared by users to invite their friends to play.

Users can also end the game and look at the entire calendar. At the bottom of the game,
there is a link to “Discover the Collection,” which takes the user to a separate page of gift
inspirations.

Louis Vuitton also carried the goose theme to their Facebook page, with a cover photo of a
stack of presents with a goose’s feet sticking out.

Playing games

Other brands have embraced interactivity for their holiday gift guides.

For example, jeweler T iffany & Co. is using an interactive Facebook application
accessible on both mobile and desktop to pique the interest of consumers preparing to
shop for the winter holidays.

T iffany’s “Very Merry Countdown” app’s whimsical animation and seasonal theme is
likely to attract affluent consumers looking for a taste of the holidays. The app’s calendar
format highlights the jeweler’s traditional association with holidays stemming from its
must-see windows displays at its  New York flagship (see story).

Games have become a way for luxury brands to give brand loyalists a diversion.

For instance, Land Rover North America bolstered its Range Rover Sport “Drive to Another
Level” campaign with an interactive, high-intensity film that lets viewers join the adventure
with gaming options.

The “Race The Sun” film is equipped with WebSocket technology that allows viewers to
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sync up their smart phones and tilt, tap and swipe their touch screens to keep up with the
ride. To maximize the reach of the film, viewers can participate in the film with their tablet
and desktop as well (see story).

Since consumers consult mountains of gift guides during the holidays, adding a fanciful
touch will likely provide a fun distraction.

“I think Louis Vuitton will see a longer engagement on the Web site overall,” Ms. Ziv said.

“The built-in social media sharing functionality may result in increased engagement
across social channels, having consumers share their gift lists and inspire their followers
to visit Louis Vuitton’s Web site,” she said.

Final take
Sarah Jones, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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